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Evision Licence Check

A
Do you or any person who may drive have defective vision or hearing (not
corrected by glasses or hearing aid), any physical, mental, alcoholic or nervous
disorder, or heart, diabetic or epileptic condition or other complaint, had blackouts or
fits, or regularly take any prescription medication? 

If YES give details including names of persons, nature of complaints, years stabilised if appropriate and details of medication. Also confirm the DVLA have been 
informed and advise whether your/their driving license is restricted as a result.

You are reminded that all drivers are required by law to inform the Drivers Medical Branch at DVLA if they have any disability 
(including any physical or mental condition) which affects or may become likely to affect their fitness as a driver.

B
Have you or has any person who drives:
1 - Had any motoring convictions in the last 5 years or are there any prosecutions
pending or police enquires outstanding (including fixed penalty offences)? Parking
offences or single speeding offences may be ignored.
2 - Had any criminal convictions (or been charged with a criminal offence but not yet
tried)?

If YES give the name of the persons, offences, dates, penalties and points.

C
Have you, or any person who may drive, been disqualified from driving in the last 10
years?

If YES give the name of the persons, offences, dates, penalties and periods of disqualification.

D
Have there been any accidents, thefts or losses (whether covered by insurance or not
and regardless of blame) during the past 3 years in connection with any vehicle owned
or driven by or in the charge of you or any other person who to your knowledge may
drive?

If YES give full details.
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F
Are you a resident in the UK?

If YES to how long have you lived in the UK?

If NO please provide details.

G
Do you intend to drive the vehicle abroad?

If YES where?
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